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**Pivot**

Learn about a new tool for campus that will assist in identifying potential funding opportunities as well as collaborators.

**Department of Defense Funding**

Learn about a new initiative to help researchers identify and capture Department of Defense funding, which is being spearheaded by the Center for Computer-Aided Design (CCAD). Topics for this session include:

- CCAD initiative
- Why the emphasis on OTAs and Consortiums
- OT/Consortium tools
- DoD Research Lab organization
- DoD Research Lab tools
- How can the RD Network best leverage consortiums, OTs, and mapping tools

**Speed Networking**

Learn the basics of conducting a Speed Networking event while meeting your colleagues. We will conduct a brief Speed Networking session where you will be able to meet a few of your colleagues.

**Networking Lunch**

Opportunities for networking will continue during lunch.